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Gene-regulatory networks control the expression of genes and therefore the
phenotype of cells. Modeling and simulation of such networks can provide
deep insights into the functioning of cells. Boolean networks are a commonly
used technique to model gene-regulatory networks. We introduce methods to
construct Boolean networks from literature knowledge and to analyze their
dynamics. In particular, methods to identify and analyze attractors are
presented. In simulations on three biological networks, we analyze the ro-
bustness of attractors. These evaluations confirm the biological relevance of
previously identified attractors.

1 Background

1.1 Gene-regulatory networks

Anatomy and physiology of all living systems are mainly determined by their genes.
Strands of desoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) are stored in the nucleus of nearly all cells
and determine their characteristics through the process of gene expression. A DNA
chain is a sequence of four chemical bases, adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and
thymine (T), a sugar molecule (desoxyribose), and phosphate bridges. The DNA can
be subdivided into genes, which code for hereditary traits. Genes generally consist of
coding regions that determine the proteins which make up the cell structure, and of
non-coding regions.
∗
hans.kestler@uni-ulm.de
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Gene expression is the process of building proteins from the DNA. It comprises two
major steps: First, a copy of a piece of DNA is assembled as messenger RNA (mRNA),
which is similar to DNA besides the replacement of thymine by another base called uracil.
Furthermore, desoxyribose is replaced by ribose. This step is called transcription. In a
second step, the translation, proteins are synthesized from the mRNA.

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of gene expression in a cell. Transcription takes place in
the nucleus, translation is performed by other parts of the cell.

In each cell, only a small portion of the genes are expressed depending on the cell
type, the status, and external conditions. This is controlled by gene regulation: The
availability of a protein depends on its stability and the number of corresponding mRNA
templates. In turn, the amount of mRNA depends on the regulatory region dedicated
to the corresponding gene, and on the presence of transcription factors that activate
or suppress this gene. These transcription factors are proteins and thus gene products
themselves. Hence, gene expression is a regulatory process: Genes and their expression
products influence the expression of other genes and, as a whole, form complex regulatory

networks. In addition, gene expression in a cell can be influenced by external signals from
other cells. In this case, external signal molecules are received and translated to cellular
responses, which is known as signal transduction. Interactions between multiple cells
can make up complex signalling networks. More details on the biological background
can be found in [2].

Reconstructing such regulatory networks provides a deep insight into the processes
inside cells and enables the development of new treatments for diseases that are caused by
misregulated gene expression [10]. In addition, simulations with computational models
can replace costly biological experiments [12]. To represent the dynamics of such a
network, a set of measurements of the corresponding genes over time is required. To be
able to simulate as many different network configurations as possible, the measurements
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should also contain as many activation states of each of the genes as possible. That means
that additional experiments with changed environmental conditions or over-expressed
and knocked-out genes have to be conducted for each of the time steps [11, 17].

The measurement of the genes poses some major problems: For some network con-
figurations that might occur in theory, it may not be possible to retrieve meaningful
biological results, as they never occur in a living cell in practice. In addition, it can be
hard to measure genes at sufficiently small time steps, and thus important changes in
activation levels may never be visible in the reconstructed networks.

After a set of interactions between gene products has been identified by experiments,
researchers can construct mathematical models of the network. Common types of models
are:

• Sets of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are widely used to describe interac-
tions between gene products quantitatively [4]. ODEs provide a continuous repre-
sentation of the network. However, they require time-consuming calculations, as
it is usually not possible to solve them analytically. In addition, precise knowledge
of a large set of parameters is required [5].

• Boolean networks were first proposed for gene-regulatory networks by Kauffman in
1969 [13]. They only allow the states on and off for a gene. Each gene is represented
by a Boolean function over all other involved genes in the previous time step. This
is an abstract, but intuitive representation of interactions. In addition, Boolean
networks approximate the real nature of gene-regulatory networks well, while be-
ing of simple structure: It is assumed that concentration levels in gene-regulatory
networks behave like the Hill function [4]. Boolean functions approximate the sig-
moidal behaviour of this function by the dichotomous step function (see Fig. 2).
Boolean networks allow for the identification of steady states and cycles [5, 12]. An-
other major advantage of Boolean networks is the fact that natural-language state-
ments from literature can easily be transferred into this representation. For exam-
ple, the statement ”Gene 1 inhibits Gene 2“ can be interpreted as
Gene2(t + 1) = NOT Gene1(t).
In addition, the construction of Boolean networks is computationally less costly
than the calculations involved in the ODE models [3].

• Probabilistic Boolean networks constitute a generalization of Boolean networks to
overcome the deterministic rigidity of Boolean networks, and were proposed by
Shmulevich et al. [19, 20]. Due to biological uncertainty, experimental noise, or
incomplete understanding of a system, the need for uncertainty in the regulatory
logic is raised. Probabilistic Boolean networks address this issue by extending the
Boolean network model in a way that each target gene can have several candidate
functions. Each function is assigned a probability, based on its compatibility with
experimental data. The probability is determined by employing the Coefficient Of

Determination (COD) [6]. In practice, the COD must be estimated from training
data using approximations of the candidate functions. Thus, problems arise from
the required amount of training data and the complexity of the candidate functions.
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Figure 2: The Hill function h(x,Θ, m) = xm

xm+Θm for m = {1, 2, 5, 10}. The red line re-
presents the step function, which is a binary discretization of the Hill function.

The dynamic behaviour of a probabilistic Boolean network can be analyzed using
Markov chains. For a detailed definition, please refer to [19, 20].

In this report, we deal with the assembly and analysis of regular Boolean networks.
The following section gives a brief introduction to the theory of Boolean networks.

1.2 Boolean networks

Modeling with Boolean logic is a widely-used method in systems biology [12]. Boolean
networks can model the dynamics and the influence of one variable on another over
time. This technique operates on discretized variables with two states (e.g. high/low,

yes/no, on/off, 0/1, . . .). In the following, we use the values {0, 1} =: B. A variable in
this Boolean space is called a Boolean variable. Let x = (x1, . . . .xn)T , xi ∈ B, denote
the vector of Boolean variables which are involved in a Boolean network. The changes
of these variables over time are modeled by a set of functions Θ = {f1(x), . . . , fn(x)}.
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There are different ways to model time in this context. Here, synchronous time-discrete
Boolean networks are used, which means that all variables are updated synchronously
in the following way:

xi(t + 1) = fi(x(t)) for i ∈ 1, . . . , n. (1)
These updates are called transitions. Prior to a more formal definition of such (Boolean)
functions f , note that f : Bn → B. Both input and output space of f are finite, and all
possible input-output combinations can be summarized in a finite set

cf = {(x, f(x))|x ∈ Bn} (2)

The elements of cf can be ordered in a so-called truth table. An example of such a
table for a three-dimensional input space can be seen in Table 1. The first n columns
contain the assignments to the input variables. The last column contains the vector of
output values y. The table consists of 2n rows which correspond to the different input
combinations. We assume that the table is filled in some canonical order. In our case, a
Boolean table of n variables is sorted increasingly according to decn : Bn → {1, . . . , 2n}

decn(x) =
n�

i=1

2i−1xi + 1 (3)

applied to the input vectors. In this way, the input vector at position i can be seen as
the binary encoding of i− 1. The inverse function is

binn(i) = dec−1
n (i) (4)

Two Boolean functions fi, fj can be distinguished according to their y vectors, yi �= yj

for all i �= j. If no further restrictions exist, the set of all Boolean functions over n
variables consists of 22n elements.

x1 x2 x3 y
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

Table 1: Truth table of a 3-dimensional function

Note that not all variables xi must have an influence on a given function f . A variable
that does not affect f is called fictitious [15].

Definition A Boolean variable xj is called fictitious for a Boolean function f if

f
�
(x1, . . . , xj−1, 0, xj+1, . . . , xn)T

�
= f

�
(x1, . . . , xj−1, 1, xj+1, . . . , xn)T

�
(5)

Otherwise, it is called non-fictitious.
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A truth table – which is an equivalent representation of a certain Boolean formula f
– merely has to contain non-fictitious variables. In the following, we assume Boolean
tables to be reduced in this respect. f can be reconstructed by knowing y and the
non-fictitious variables.

We now introduce a more structural definition of Boolean formulas.

Definition Let x = (x1, . . . .xn)T , xi ∈ B be a vector of Boolean variables. A Boolean
function is a function of the form f : Bn → B. A Boolean function is either atomic
f(x) = xi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} or one of the three following compositions of Boolean formulas
g and h:

f(x) = g(x) ∧ h(x) conjunction (6)
f(x) = g(x) ∨ h(x) disjunction (7)
f(x) = ¬g(x) negation (8)

Here, ∧,∨,¬ are the basic Boolean functions AND, OR and NOT. Their truth tables
can be found in Table 2. Although there are other well-known Boolean functions, such
as XOR or implication, we focus on these three functions which suffice to construct any
Boolean formula [21].

∧
x1 x2 y
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
1 1 1

∨
x1 x2 y
0 0 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
1 1 1

¬
x1 y
0 1
1 0

Table 2: The Boolean functions AND, OR and NOT

Definition A Boolean network is an ordered pair N = (X,Θ), where X is a non-empty
finite set of Boolean variables {x1, . . . , xn}, and Θ is a set of functions {f1(x), . . . , fn(x)}
with x = (x1, . . . , xn)T .

An example Boolean network is shown in Fig. 3.
The functions in Θ describe how the values of the variables in X change over time. In

the following, we only consider synchronous time-discrete updates

xi(t + 1) = fi(x(t)) for i ∈ 1, . . . , n. (9)

These updates are called transitions. For better reading, let FΘ : Bn → Bn be the
function

FΘ(x) = (f1(x), . . . , fn(x))T (10)

for Θ = {f1(x), . . . , fn(x)}. In this way, transitions can be written as

x(t + 1) = FΘ(x) (11)
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Figure 3: A Boolean network with 5 variables.

Definition A directed graph G is an ordered pair G = (V,E), where V is a non-empty
finite set of variables called nodes, and E is a set of ordered pairs of nodes (u, v), u, v ∈ V ,
written as u → v or v ← u. The elements of E are called directed edges.

Definition Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. A path in G is a sequence of nodes
u1, . . . , um, m ≥ 1 such that (ui, ui+1) ∈ E for 1 ≤ i < m. The length of a path is the
number of nodes.
A path u1, . . . , um is simple if all nodes in the path are distinct.
A path u1, . . . , um, m ≥ 1, is a cycle or attractor if u1 = um.
A cycle of length one is also called steady-state or singleton attractor.

Definition Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. Let u1, . . . , um = U ⊂ V , m ≥ 1,
denote an attractor in G. The basin of U is the set of all nodes v ∈ V for which a path
from v to a node u ∈ U exists.

Definition Let N = (X,Θ) be a Boolean network and n = |X| be the number of vari-
ables in N . A state graph of N is a directed graph G = (S, E) with nodes
S = {x1, . . . ,xk} and directed edges

E = {(xi,xj) | FΘ(xi) = xj , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}} , (12)

where xi ∈ Bn and k = 2n.

The state graph of the Boolean network in Fig. 3 is depicted in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The state graph of the Boolean function in Fig. 3

The number of different states in a state graph corresponds to the number of different
values a Boolean vector x ∈ Bn can take. Note that FΘ(x) is a deterministic function.
As a consequence, each node has exactly one outgoing edge. As FΘ : Bn → Bn, the
output space consists of only 2n elements. Therefore, each sequence of state transitions
ends up in an attractor after at most 2n steps, and at least one attractor exists.

1.3 Learning from examples

In a setting where predefined rules (Boolean functions) exist, the Boolean network can
be constructed and analyzed by applying the theory above. If such a rule set is not
available, the rules have to be inferred from a set of measurements, a so-called dataset,
in a preprocessing step. The following is based on the theory of Lähdesmäki et al. [15].
A dataset D for a Boolean function f consists of a set of m triples

D = {(x1, l1, w1), . . . , (xm, lm, wm)} , (13)

where xi ∈ Bn is an example input, and li ∈ B is the corresponding output, a label
given to the example by an expert. The variables wi ∈ R are optional weights which
can be used to model the importance of a single example. If no information about the
importance is known, wi is set to 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

Let us at first assume that the expert does not make any mistakes, all labels are correct,
and no ambiguous examples exist. The examples can then be used to reconstruct the
truth table, in particular y. Assume that y is initially filled with don’t care symbols, for
example yi = ∗ for all i. The reconstruction then looks as follows:

ydecn(x) = l ∀(x, l, w) ∈ D (14)

It can easily be seen that a dataset of 2n distinct examples is needed to reconstruct the
complete truth table. Common datasets contain m � 2n examples. A truth table that
comprises ∗ symbols does not correspond to a Boolean function. It represents a partially

defined Boolean function.
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Definition A partially defined Boolean function is a function of the form pf : Bn →
{0, 1, ∗}.

Note that each Boolean function is a partially defined Boolean function. As long as
∗ symbols can be found in a truth table, it cannot be used to predict a Boolean value for
each input. In the next step, we therefore replace a partially defined Boolean function
by a Boolean function which at least predicts known values of the truth table correctly.
We first define the set of positive and negative examples of a function.

Definition Let pf denote a partially defined Boolean function. The set of known exam-

ples of pf is defined as

tra(pf) = {(x | x ∈ Bn, pf(x) �= ∗)} (15)

A Boolean function which fulfils the above condition is called a consistent extension .

Definition A consistent extension of a partially defined Boolean function pf is a Boolean
function f for which

f(x) = pf(x) ∀x ∈ tra(pf) (16)

A candidate for a consistent extension has to replace all ∗ symbols of pf by a value
of B. If pf contains q ∗ symbols, there are consequently 2q equally suited candidates in
this setting. In the worst case, all ∗ symbols are set to the wrong Boolean value, which
leads to q wrong entries in the truth table.

Usually, some prior knowledge or assumptions exist on how the final structure of the
Boolean function should look like. For example, the indegree of the function may not
exceed a certain value. The class of Boolean functions can be restricted to a smaller
concept class C according to such constraints. There is no guarantee that function f ∈ C
for such a restricted class exists that fulfils the criterion of a consistent extention. If no
such function exists, we have to switch to the best-fit extension criterion.

Definition Let pf be a partially defined Boolean function and C a concept class. Fur-
thermore, let D = {(x1, l1, w1), . . . , (xm, lm, wm)} be the dataset which was used to de-
termine pf . A best-fit extension of a partially defined Boolean function pf is a Boolean
function f ∈ C with

f = argminf

m�

i=1

wi|pf(xi)− f(xi)| (17)

Note that by this formulation, two identical examples in D can be assigned two different
weights.

So far, only datasets which do not include contradictory labels for examples have been
considered. If there are contradictions, the corresponding vector y of a partially defined
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Boolean function pf cannot be calculated as in Equation 14. For each yi, the plausibility
of a 0 value (c0

i
) or a 1 value (c1

i
) has to be determined:

c0
i =

�

(x,l,w)∈D

wI[deg(x)=i,l=0] (18)

c1
i =

�

(x,l,w)∈D

wI[deg(x)=i,l=1] (19)

The entries of y are then set to

yi =






0 if c0
i

> c1
i

1 if c0
i

< c1
i

∗ if c0
i

= c1
i

forall i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} (20)

The final vector y again defines the partially defined Boolean function pf .
The training of a Boolean network can be seen as the training of all its functions.

Assume that we have a set of measurements {(x1(t),x1(t + 1)), . . . , (xm(t),xm(t + 1))}
with xm(t) = (xm1(t), . . . , xmn(t))T . An example dj of the training set Di of function fi

is then
dj =

�
(xj1(t), . . . , xjn(t))T , xj,i(t + 1), w

�
(21)

The above training procedure can now be applied to such examples.

1.4 Fields of interest

1.4.1 Integration of literature knowledge into Boolean networks

The assembly of Boolean gene-regulatory networks does not necessarily require direct
output from experiments. Rules can also be compiled from abstract conclusions of
previous research. A typical way of building or extending a Boolean network from
literature comprises the following steps:

1. At first, the particular subject of research must be identified. This includes deter-
mining the most important genes involved in the process as well as the expected
characteristics or phenotypes one wants to distinguish.

2. Expression patterns of the involved genes must be available to constitute the ex-
pected outcome of simulations.

3. Now, interaction patterns can be extracted from literature and transferred into
Boolean rules.

4. In a simulation step, the found rules are applied to binary input data, and the
results can be compared to the expected expression patterns. As an input, one
can either test all combinations of gene values (on or off for each gene), or a set of
predefined “meaningful” inputs can be tested.
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5. In the process of biological model validation [10], the simulation results are com-
pared to the expected expression patterns. If the simulated results do not match
these expression patterns, conclusions can be drawn. This may result in the in-
sertion of new – previously unknown – rules inferred from the resulting patterns.
Then, further simulation steps follow to validate the new network.

Here, the Boolean rules are described in a fixed format according to the following
grammar (in EBNF):

Rule = GeneName ", " BooleanExpression;

BooleanExpression = GeneName

| "!" BooleanExpression

| "(" BooleanExpression ")"

| BooleanExpression " & " BooleanExpression

| BooleanExpression " | " BooleanExpression;

GeneName = ?A gene name from the list of involved genes?;

where ! stands for a negation, & denotes a conjunction of two Boolean expressions,
and | denotes a disjunction of two expressions.

1.5 Finding and analyzing attractors in Boolean networks

As we have already seen in Section 1.2, attractors form stable cycles of states in Boolean
networks. States that are not included in an attractor are only visited along paths to
an attractor. Thus, attractors comprise the states in which a gene-regulatory network
resides most of the time. This means that attractors carry strong biological implications,
and the identification of interesting attractors is of great interest to researchers [14].

A simple procedure to identify all possible attractors of a Boolean network N(X,Θ)
is the following:

• A set of possible input value combinations for the genes in X is defined. By default,
all possible 2n input value combinations for n genes are taken, but one can also
restrict the input values to those values that are biologically plausible.

• For each input value vector, set the current network state x(0) to the vector and
perform the following steps:

1. Set the iteration counter t = 0, and mark x(0) with iteration 0.

2. Apply FΘ to the current state x(t), resulting in a new state x(t + 1).

3. If the state x(t + 1) has not yet been visited, mark x(t + 1) with the current
iteration t, set t = t + 1, and go to step 2.

4. If the state x(t + 1) has already been visited and is marked with iteration k,
we have found an attractor of length t− k + 1.
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This algorithm is exponential in the number of input genes. Although there exist more
sophisticated algorithms with improved complexity, these algorithms are still exponential
in the number of input genes. This is due to the fact that the problem of finding steady-
state attractors in Boolean networks has been shown to be NP-hard [23].

As mentioned previously, each Boolean network has at least one attractor. Most
networks, however, include a number of attractors, of which not all may be biologically
meaningful. It is thus important to define measures that help selecting those attractors
that are of interest from a biological point of view.

According to Kauffman [14], changes of attractors and their basins due to mutations
in the Boolean rules are of immediate interest in this respect. He proposes to investigate
the stability of attractors to such perturbations.

We present two ways of measuring the importance of an attractor. Both are based on
random structural perturbations of the networks. With this method, we compare the
original network to a set of K randomly tampered copies of the network. We employ
two methods of perturbing the original rule set:

• Random bitflips: From the truth table result column yi of a randomly chosen
gene i, a random number of bits is negated. This leads to a change of the function
FΘ in one component.

• Random shuffle: The truth table result column yi of a randomly chosen gene
i is permuted randomly. This again changes the function FΘ in one component.
We propose this method because it preserves the number of ones and zeros in the
truth table.

Random bitflips have been previously employed to perturb Boolean networks [9, 22].
The effects of random bitflips on the structure of Boolean networks have been inves-
tigated in these papers. It was shown in [9] that redundant nodes can increase the
robustness against such perturbations.

We create K copies for each of the tampering methods and then measure two factors
to assess the importance of an attractor:

Number of occurrences of the attractor in randomly changed networks: This im-
portance measure is based on the assumption that, when tampering a network randomly,
a biologically meaningful attractor should still be identified in the majority of changed
networks, as such an attractor should be robust against small mismeasurements. Coun-
ting the number of occurrences of the originally identified attractor in the K tampered
copies provides information on the robustness and stability of the attractor.

Comparison of sizes of the attractor basins: A biologically meaningful attractor is
likely to be reachable from a high percentage of the biologically plausible states. A good
measure is thus the number of biologically plausible states – i.e. the states that probably
occur in real gene-regulatory networks – in the basin of an attractor. Yet, it is usually
not known in detail which of the states are biologically plausible. To approximate this
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measure, one can simply take the size of the complete attractor basin as a measure of
importance of the attractor.

If the original network comprises a true attractor, the basin size of this attractor
should be extreme in comparison to randomly changed networks. In our evaluations,
we count the number of tampered rule sets in which the basin size is smaller, greater or
equal to the original network for each of the attractors. To be biologically relevant, we
expect the basin size of a perturbed attractor to be smaller than or equal to the original
attractor.

Computer-intensive testing: Values returned by the above measures are not easy to
interpret, as they lack comparable values from “bad” attractors. This can be overcome
by computer-intensive tests: For each tested network, we create a set of R networks
with the same number of genes, but with the transition functions FΘ consisting of truth
tables that were drawn randomly. For all these networks including the original network,
K tampered copies are created, and the above importance measures are applied. If the
attractors of the original network are meaningful regarding these importance measures,
one would expect that their values for the importance measures are extreme compared
to the values of randomly created networks. For a significance test with level α (usually
α = 0.05), we call an importance measure value significant if it is greater or equal
than the 1 − α quantile of the distribution of the importance measure over all random
networks. For each of the tests, we calculate the following values from the sample of R
random networks:

Test statistic: An estimate of the probability that the importance measure (i.e. the
number of occurrences or the number of basins with a smaller or equal size within
the K perturbed copies) of an attractor in a randomly created network is greater
than the corresponding value of a certain attractor in a biological network.

95% confidence interval: The interval in which the true parameter for the above statis-
tic in the population of all random networks is located with a probability of 95%.

p-value: The percentage of attractors in random networks that achieve a higher impor-
tance measure value than the chosen attractor of the biological network.

Analysis of perturbation methods: One basic assumption of the above testing pro-
cedure is that the perturbation methods disrupt little of the structure of the original
network, such that a perturbed biological network is somehow still ”less random“ than
a network that was generated completely randomly. In order to analyze the effects of
the perturbation operators in detail, we perform additional experiments: Again, K ran-
domly changed copies of a biological network are created for each of the perturbation
methods. We now measure the normalized Hamming distances of the original network
and each of its perturbed copies as proposed in [9]:

dS =
1
|cf |

�

x∈cf

H(FO(x), FC(x)), (22)
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where FO(x) is the transition function of the original network O for the initial state
x taken from the set of all states cf , FC(x) is the transition function of the perturbed
copy C for the initial state x, and H(x,y) is the Hamming distance of the vectors x and
y, i.e. the number of components in which the vectors differ.

We take the mean value of all K dS values to measure the average disruption of a
network by a perturbation method. Note that the worst-case value of dS – when the
two state spaces are not correlated – is 0.5; if the two networks do not differ, it is 0 (see
[9]).

2 Simulations

We assess the robustness of attractors in three example networks from literature using
the methods described in the previous section: We first apply random perturbations to
the networks to determine the stability of the attractors. We then compare the resulting
robustness measures to the corresponding measures on a set of randomly generated
networks in computer-intensive tests. For each of the networks, we also analyze the
effects of the perturbation methods on the network structure.

2.1 Networks

2.1.1 The mammalian cell cycle

The mammalian cell cycle consists of four phases. We employ a simplified Boolean
network model for the cell cycle with 10 genes developed by Fauré et al. [7]. The
network has one attractor of length 1 and one attractor of length 7. It is depicted in
Fig. 5.

2.1.2 Segment network of Drosophila melanogaster

This network describes expression patterns of the segment polarity genes of the fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster. The genes are expressed in stages of embryonical development
to construct the segments of the fruit fly. The Boolean network originally consists of 15
genes and was proposed by Albert et al. in 2003 [1]. It has 10 steady-state attractors.
We employ a version of the network in which several variables have been eliminated,
resulting in a network with 8 genes, of which 4 are set to a fixed value (see Fig. 6, [22],
and Eq. 4 of [1]).

2.1.3 The yeast cell cycle

The cell cycle of budding yeast consists of four phases, in which a total of around 800
genes are involved. Li et al. [16] present a reduced network with 11 genes. In total, there
are 7 attractors of length 1 (steady-state attractors), but with extremely different sizes
of the basins. The attractor with the largest basin (1764 states) was described by the
authors as being relevant for the first phase of the cell cycle, the G1 state. The network
was originally designed as a logical network, in which a state can be dependent on more
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Figure 5: The mammalian cell cycle network (Fauré et al., 2006)

than one previous time step. This property was used by the authors to describe a self-
regulation step after td time steps. We set this constant to 1 to convert the network to
a Boolean net. The network is shown in Fig. 7.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Random perturbations of biological networks

For each of the described networks, 1000 randomly changed copies were created using
random bitflips, and 1000 copies were created using random shuffle. The attractors from
the original network were searched in the copies, and the occurrences were counted.
If the attractor existed in a copy, the size of the attractor basin was determined and
compared to the size of the basin in the original network. The results were divided
into the categories smaller basin than the original basin, equally-sized basin and larger

basin. Results are depicted in Table 3. A robust attractor should not be extinguished
by small random changes of the network; hence, the fifth column of the table, which
counts the number of occurrences of the original attractor in the randomly perturbed
networks, is the primary indicator of robustness of an attractor. In addition, we expect
a good attractor to have a larger basin than a randomly changed copy of this attractor
on average, thus such an attractor should maximize the sum of the second and the third
column of the table (basin size is less or equal in randomly changed networks).
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Figure 6: The simplified Drosophila melanogaster segment network (Albert et al., 2003)

Figure 7: The yeast cell cycle network (Li et al., 2004)

In the Mammalian cell cycle network, we see that the large attractor with 7 genes
(attractor 2) is much more susceptible to small changes in the network than the smaller
attractor (attractor 1): In the randomly perturbed networks, attractor 2 occurs only
half as often as attractor 1. In these occurrences, the number of enlarged basins is
much higher than the number of decreased basin sizes for the large attractor, whereas
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the number of smaller basin sizes in the small steady-state attractor is 4 times as high
as the number of larger basins for the random bitflip tests. Randomly shuffled copies
generally lead to lower number of occurrences than random bitflips. Surprisingly, there
is no occurrence with a larger basin in any randomly shuffled copy for both attractors.

The number of occurrences of all 10 steady-state attractors in random copies of
Drosophila melanogaster network is similar, both for random bitflips and random shuf-
fles. An exception is attractor 4, which has a significantly higher number of occurrences
than the other attractors in the random shuffling experiments. Again, the number of
occurrences for random shuffling is much lower than the number of occurrences for ran-
dom bitflips. The distributions of the basin sizes differ among the attractors: While
randomly tampered copies of the networks mostly expose smaller or equally-sized basins
for attractors 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9, the basins grow on average for attractors 5, 6, 8 and 10.
This behaviour is consistent for both perturbation methods. Attractor 1 does not show
a consistent behaviour. All attractors have a comparatively high number of occurrences
in which the basin size stays the same between the original network and the randomly
changed networks.

The attractors of the yeast cell cycle network have very high numbers of occurrences
in the perturbed networks. Attractor 2 is the attractor which was identified as being
biologically relevant by the authors of the network. This attractor occurs in 952 of the
randomly changed networks. Its relevance is also supported by the very high number of
randomly changed networks in which the basin size is lower than in the original networks.
Attractor 1 is even found in all 1000 random copies of both perturbation methods. The
basin size grows smaller in the randomly changed networks on average, but the number
of changed networks with a smaller basin size is much lower than that of attractor 2.
Attractors 1 and 2 appear to be the most robust attractors in this network. Other
attractors that show smaller basin sizes on average in the randomly perturbed networks
are attractors 3, 4 and 7. The size of the basin does not seem to change much for
attractor 6, and the behaviour is slightly different for the two perturbation methods.
Attractor 5 has a greater or equal basin size in all random copies of both methods,
indicating a low robustness and thus possibly a reduced biological importance of the
attractor.

2.2.2 Computer-intensive tests

To assess the relevance of the attractors of the three biological networks in comparison
to randomly generated networks, we perform computer-intensive tests as described in
Section 1.5. For each test, R = 1000 randomly generated networks with the same size
as the corresponding original networks are modified randomly K = 1000 times, the rele-
vance measure is calculated for each of the 1000 networks, and the resulting distribution
is compared to the relevance measure of the real biological network. As relevance mea-
sures, both the number of occurrences of the original attractor in the modified copies
and the number of times the basin of the modified attractor is smaller than or equal to
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Random bitflips Random shuffle
Attr.
no.

Attractor
length

Basin
bio-
net
larger

Basins
equal

Basin
bio-
net
less

# found
in
copies

Attractor
length

Basin
bio-
net
larger

Basins
equal

Basin
bio-
net
less

# found
in
copies

Mammalian cell cycle Mammalian cell cycle
1 1 222 455 50 727 1 228 327 0 555
2 7 5 284 47 336 7 5 259 0 264

Drosophila melanogaster Drosophila melanogaster
1 1 53 606 98 757 1 85 435 0 520
2 1 148 528 73 749 1 108 328 88 524
3 1 112 556 63 731 1 103 318 90 511
4 1 213 370 163 746 1 130 400 237 767
5 1 18 578 165 761 1 33 411 192 636
6 1 19 572 148 739 1 39 386 218 643
7 1 120 556 63 739 1 118 318 23 459
8 1 19 624 99 742 1 39 323 214 576
9 1 141 528 69 738 1 115 328 21 464
10 1 18 638 95 751 1 33 331 230 594

Yeast cell cycle Yeast cell cycle
1 1 240 656 104 1000 1 265 642 93 1000
2 (*) 1 822 101 29 952 1 588 317 47 952
3 1 260 516 153 929 1 270 473 177 920
4 1 527 170 263 960 1 477 317 199 993
5 1 0 877 98 975 1 0 824 133 957
6 1 232 495 210 937 1 246 454 261 961
7 1 412 270 202 884 1 426 351 156 933

Table 3: Number of occurrences and changes of sizes of the attractor basins for different networks in

comparison to 1000 randomly perturbed copies of the networks. The first column is a running

number to identify the attractors of each dataset. In the two following 5-column blocks, the

first column lists the number of genes in the attractor, the second column contains the number

of copies with a smaller basin for this attractor, the third column contains the number of copies

with an equally-sized basin, the fourth column lists the number of copies with a larger basin,

and the fifth column contains the overall number of copies in which the attractor existed.

Each row describes a single attractor of the corresponding network.

the basin of the original attractor are taken. Each of the tests is conducted with random
bitflips and with random shuffling. Thus, for each datasets, there exist 2 tests based on
the number of occurrences and 2 tests based on the basin size with different perturbation
methods.
To get a better understanding of the behaviour of the tests for different perturbation
methods, we also analyze the effects of these methods on the underlying biological net-
works as described in Sec. 1.5.

On the mammalian cell cycle network, the tests with the numbers of occurrences –
the simpler measure – are all far from being significant (see Fig. 8). The numbers of
occurrences in copies of the biological network are sometimes even less than the mean
value of the corresponding distributions of occurrences randomly generated networks
with 10 genes, especially when applying random bitflips. However, in the basin size test,
which employs the more complex measure, the steady-state attractor is significant with
a p-value of 0.036, and the attractor of length 7 is close to significance with a p-value of
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Figure 8: Distributions of the number of occurrences of attractors with 1 gene and with 7 genes in

1000 randomly perturbed copies of 1000 random networks with 10 genes. On the left side,

the copies were tampered using random bitflips, and on the right side, random shuffling

was employed. The red lines correspond to the numbers of occurences of attractors in 1000

randomly perturbed copies of the mammalian cell cycle network, which has the same number

of genes. The green dashed line is the 95% quantile of the distribution.

The following table lists the test statistics with their corresponding confidence intervals and

p-values for each attractor.

Random bitflip

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0.937 0.921–0.952 0.94

2 0.925 0.871–0.978 0.925

Random shuffle

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0.479 0.448–0.51 0.481

2 0.097 0.037–0.157 0.097

0.065 when applying random shuffling (see Fig. 9) . Again, p-values for random bitflips
are much greater.

The higher significance of the random shuffling tests compared to random bitflips can
be explained by the analysis of the perturbation methods: On the mammalian cell cycle
network, random bitflips seem to completely destroy the network structure, leading to
an average Hamming distance to the original network of 0.496 (close to the worst-case
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Figure 9: Distributions of the number of attractor basins that were smaller than or equal to the basins

of the corresponding original attractors with 1 gene and with 7 genes in 1000 randomly

perturbed copies of 1000 random networks with 10 genes. On the left side, the copies were

tampered using random bitflips, and on the right side, random shuffling was employed. The

red lines correspond to the numbers of occurences of attractors in 1000 randomly perturbed

copies of the mammalian cell cycle network, which has the same number of genes. The green

dashed line is the 95% quantile of the distribution.

The following table lists the test statistics with their corresponding confidence intervals and

p-values for each attractor.

Random bitflip

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0.2 0.175–0.225 0.202

2 0.43 0.329–0.531 0.43

Random shuffle

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0.036 0.024–0.047 0.037*

2 0.065 0.015–0.114 0.065

value of 0.5). Random shuffling, however, leads to a much smaller average distance of
0.356.

On the Drosophila melanogaster network, one of the 10 steady-state attractors – at-
tractor 4 – is highly significant in the occurrence test with random shuffling. This
corresponds to the results in Table 3, where this attractor occurs far more often in
randomly shuffled networks than all other attractors. In the random bitflip test, the
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Figure 10: Distributions of the number of occurrences of attractors with 1 gene in 1000 randomly

perturbed copies of 1000 random networks with 15 genes. On the left side, the copies were

tampered using random bitflips, and on the right side, random shuffling was employed. The

red lines correspond to the numbers of occurences of attractors in 1000 randomly perturbed

copies of the Drosophila melanogaster network, which has the same number of genes. The

green dashed line is the 95% quantile of the distribution.

The following table lists the test statistics with their corresponding confidence intervals and

p-values for each attractor.

Random bitflip

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0.463 0.433–0.494 0.468

2 0.524 0.493–0.555 0.538

3 0.663 0.634–0.693 0.67

4 0.553 0.523–0.584 0.555

5 0.43 0.399–0.46 0.441

6 0.594 0.564–0.624 0.604

7 0.594 0.564–0.624 0.604

8 0.57 0.54–0.601 0.577

9 0.604 0.574–0.634 0.615

10 0.514 0.483–0.545 0.519

Random shuffle

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0.777 0.752–0.803 0.783

2 0.764 0.738–0.791 0.769

3 0.822 0.798–0.845 0.827

4 0.005 0.001–0.009 0.005*

5 0.163 0.141–0.186 0.165

6 0.147 0.125–0.168 0.148

7 0.979 0.97–0.988 0.979

8 0.458 0.428–0.489 0.462

9 0.975 0.966–0.985 0.976

10 0.357 0.328–0.387 0.361

occurrence values of the 10 attractors are close to the mean value of the randomly gen-
erated networks with 15 genes (see Fig. 10). As on the mammalian cell cycle network,
it seems that for the Drosophila network, random bitflips destroy the structure of the
network, making it similar to a randomly generated network. This is again confirmed
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Figure 11: Distributions of the number of attractor basins that were smaller than or equal to the

basins of the corresponding original attractors with 1 gene in 1000 randomly perturbed

copies of 1000 random networks with 15 genes. On the left side, the copies were tampered

using random bitflips, and on the right side, random shuffling was employed. The red lines

correspond to the numbers of occurences of attractors in 1000 randomly perturbed copies

of the Drosophila melanogaster network, which has the same number of genes. The green

dashed line is the 95% quantile of the distribution.

The following table lists the test statistics with their corresponding confidence intervals and

p-values for each attractor.

Random bitflip

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0.191 0.167–0.215 0.192

2 0.143 0.121–0.164 0.144

3 0.171 0.148–0.195 0.175

4 0.431 0.4–0.461 0.439

5 0.383 0.353–0.413 0.389

6 0.403 0.373–0.433 0.409

7 0.143 0.121–0.164 0.144

8 0.227 0.201–0.253 0.23

9 0.166 0.143–0.189 0.171

10 0.197 0.172–0.222 0.2

Random shuffle

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0.196 0.172–0.221 0.199

2 0.492 0.461–0.523 0.499

3 0.562 0.532–0.593 0.565

4 0.174 0.151–0.198 0.177

5 0.461 0.431–0.492 0.465

6 0.546 0.515–0.576 0.55

7 0.492 0.461–0.523 0.499

8 0.789 0.764–0.814 0.795

9 0.465 0.435–0.496 0.469

10 0.777 0.752–0.803 0.783

by the Hamming distance measurements: For random bitflips, the average Hamming
distance between the Drosophila network and the perturbed copies is 0.447, while the
corresponding value for random shuffling is 0.298. The basin size tests resulted in no
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Figure 12: Distributions of the number of occurrences of attractors with 1 gene in 1000 randomly

perturbed copies of 1000 random networks with 11 genes. On the left side, the copies were

tampered using random bitflips, and on the right side, random shuffling was employed. The

red lines correspond to the numbers of occurences of attractors in 1000 randomly perturbed

copies of the yeast cell cycle network, which has the same number of genes. The green

dashed line is the 95% quantile of the distribution.

The following table lists the test statistics with their corresponding confidence intervals and

p-values for each attractor.

Random bitflip

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0 0–0 0.075

2 0.106 0.101–0.11 0.107

3 0.138 0.133–0.143 0.139

4 0.091 0.087–0.095 0.093

5 0.077 0.073–0.081 0.077

6 0.128 0.123–0.132 0.129

7 0.223 0.218–0.229 0.226

Random shuffle

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0 0–0 0.103

2 0.194 0.188–0.199 0.196

3 0.321 0.315–0.328 0.325

4 0.104 0.1–0.108 0.104

5 0.175 0.169–0.18 0.179

6 0.162 0.157–0.167 0.164

7 0.265 0.259–0.271 0.268

significant attractors on this dataset (see Fig. 11). This may be explained by the fact
that all attractors have a relatively high number of occurrences in which the basin size
is equal to the randomly perturbed networks, which was discussed in Sec. 2.2.1.

In the tests with 11 genes corresponding to the yeast cell cycle network, several attrac-
tors have a p-value below 0.1 in the random bitflip experiments, both in the occurrence
tests and in the basin size tests (see Figures 12 and 13). In particular, attractor 1, which
we previously identified as one of the robust attractor, has p-values close to significance.
Yet, the only significant result is the basin size test for the second robust attractor we
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Figure 13: Distributions of the number of attractor basins that were smaller than or equal to the

basins of the corresponding original attractors with 1 gene in 1000 randomly perturbed

copies of 1000 random networks with 11 genes. On the left side, the copies were tampered

using random bitflips, and on the right side, random shuffling was employed. The red lines

correspond to the numbers of occurences of attractors in 1000 randomly perturbed copies

of the yeast cell cycle network, which has the same number of genes. The green dashed line

is the 95% quantile of the distribution.

The following table lists the test statistics with their corresponding confidence intervals and

p-values for each attractor.

Random bitflip

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0.056 0.052–0.059 0.057

2 0.038 0.035–0.041 0.039*

3 0.182 0.177–0.188 0.184

4 0.324 0.317–0.33 0.326

5 0.071 0.068–0.075 0.072

6 0.264 0.258–0.271 0.267

7 0.357 0.351–0.364 0.359

Random shuffle

Attractor statistic conf. int. p-value

1 0.111 0.107–0.115 0.112

2 0.113 0.109–0.118 0.115

3 0.552 0.545–0.559 0.555

4 0.386 0.379–0.392 0.389

5 0.297 0.29–0.303 0.299

6 0.681 0.674–0.687 0.684

7 0.44 0.433–0.447 0.444

identified, attractor 2. This is the attractor that was identified by Li et al. [16] as being
relevant for the G1 state. The occurrence tests all fail, which is mainly due to the fact
that the number of occurrences of attractors in the random networks is mostly quite
close to the optimum (1000).

The results of the analysis of the perturbation methods is not as clear as for the other
networks. Still, random shuffling achieves a slightly lower average Hamming distance of
0.390 compared to a value of 0.463 for random bitflips. Both method seem to affect the
network structure significantly on this network.
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3 Discussion

This report introduces the workflow of modeling gene-regulatory networks as Boolean
networks with literature knowledge and analyzing their structure. In particular, we
present methods to identify attractors and analyze their robustness and possible biolo-
gical importance.

Extracting rule sets from literature constitutes an alternative to conducting costly
experiments. Boolean networks are particularly suited for these design problems, as they
do not require any quantitative information. It suffices to obtain qualitative statements
about genes influencing each other.

In the process of designing a Boolean network from literature, determining attractors
in a Boolean network can help to validate the network: The attractors should match
known expression patterns of the biological network, as they constitute the states in
which the network resides most of the time. If the attractors of the designed network do
not match the expectations, it is even possible to infer previously unknown interactions
by drawing conclusions from these results. In the appendix, we present an R package that
finds and visualizes attractors in Boolean networks and is well suited for this validation
and inference process.

We outlined that comparing the attractors in the original biological networks and a
set of randomly modified networks can help to assess their relevance. In order to get reli-
able test results, a perturbation method must not change the structure of a network too
drastically. Otherwise, all resulting networks are more or less random, which means that
a test cannot distinguish between “real” random networks and networks derived from
meaningful biological networks. Especially the random bitflip tests on the Drosophila
network and the Mammalian cell cycle network seem to suffer from this problem. This
is also confirmed by our analysis of the perturbation methods which measures the Ham-
ming distance between the states of the original network and the randomly perturbed
networks. This analysis suggests that random bitflips mostly disrupt the structure of a
network stronger than the shuffling method we proposed. Yet, this may not be a gene-
ral statement, as the random bitflip tests on the yeast cell cycle network are the only
experiments with significant p-values on this network.

We employed two relevance measures for the attractors: The number of occurrences
of an attractor in perturbed copies of the network, and the number of occurrences with
a basin of smaller or equal size. The former simply checks whether the attractor itself is
robust against small changes of the network, while the latter is more strict: In addition
to existence of the attractor in the tampered networks, it assesses the size of its basin.
The assumption is that the basin in the real biological network should mostly be larger
than in a randomly modified copy. The results of our tests show that sometimes the
occurrence measure is not sufficient to distinguish between random and non-random
networks, and thus the basin size measure is the better choice for the tests. On the
Drosophila network, however, results were clearer when applying the occurrence measure.
A possible explanation for this is the fact that the basin sizes in this network often do
not change when perturbing the network.
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In all networks, tests were able to identify significant attractors. In the yeast cell cycle
networks, an attractor that has previously been identified as being of biological relevance
was significant in a test. However, our results also indicate that it is hard to define a single
method that is able to reliably determine relevant attractors in networks of different
structure and size: The significant results were produced by different configurations of
perturbation methods and test statistics.
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Appendix

The booleanAttractor package

booleanAttractor (available upon request) is an R package [18] designed to identify at-
tractors in Boolean networks and to provide a visualization for them. It can read in
networks in the format described in Section 1.4.1 and find attractors by trying all 2n

possible combinations of n variables. It is also possible to restrict the tried values to
biologically plausible ones. The package runs on many platforms, in particular on Win-
dows, Linux, and Macintosh. Due to the integration of the algorithms into the statistical
platform R, it is easy to perform further tests and calculations on the resulting data and
to combine the package with a broad variety of other biostatistical packages, for example
from the Bioconductor project [8].

The following provides a short documentation of the functions in the package.

getattractor function

Retrieves attractors in the supplied network.

Usage:

getattractor(netinfo, filename, genesON = c(), genesOFF = c())

Arguments:

netinfo A net information structure returned by readin.boolean()

filename The name of a temporary file to store the identified attractors

genesON A vector of names of genes whose initial state is fixed to 1/ON to simplify
the truth table

genesOFF A vector of names of genes whose initial state is fixed to 0/OFF to simplify
the truth table

Details:

This function identifies attractors in a Boolean network according to the algorithm in
Section 1.5. A network with n variables consists of truth tables of size 2n, hence the
complexity of the calculation is exponential in the input size. External C code is called
to speed up calculations.
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Value:

A list with components

attractor A list describing all found attractors. It is made up by the following sub-
components:

aidx The ranges of the vector attractor that belong to a specific attractor: The ith
attractor is made up by the elements attractor[(aidx[i] + 1):(aidx[i +

1])]

attractor An array of indices of truth table entries belonging to attractors. Must
be split up according to aidx.

freq The sizes of the attractor basins

numattractor The total number of attractors found in the network

table A matrix with 3 columns that describes the attractor basins. The first column
lists the indices of the states/rows in the truth table. The second column contains
the number of transitions between the state and the corresponding attractor, and
the third column is the index of this attractor in the attractor component.

Example

data(examplenet)

attractor = getattractor(net,"./attractor")

plotattractor2fig(attractor$attractor,net)

readin.boolean function

Reads in a Boolean network in the format specified in Section 1.4.1.

Usage:

readin.boolean(funcfile, seperate = ",")

Arguments:

funcfile The name of the file to be read

seperate The character used to separate the target variable from the formula. Defaults
to ”,”.
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Details:

Refer to the EBNF grammar in Section 1.4.1 for details on the file format. The rules
are read in and converted to a truth table representation.

Value:

An internal network representation with the following structure:

interactions A list with n elements (for n genes), each describing the transition function
for one gene. Each element is a list with two sub-elements:

input A vector of k indices specifying the input genes for the function

func The result column of the truth table for the k input genes with 2k entries

genes A vector of n gene names

input, inputIndex, func, funcIndex Encoded vectors containing the same information
as interactions that are used for easier information exchange with the C code.

fixed A vector that allows for fixing genes to biologically meaningful values. It contains
an element for each of the n genes. 0 means the corresponding gene is fixed to
0/OFF, 1 means the corresponding gene is fixed to 1/ON, and −1 means the gene
value is not fixed.

plotattractor2fig function

Plots a state table of one or several attractors.

Usage:

plotattractor2fig(attractorinfo, netinfo, sepinfo = list(), title = "",

plotfix = T)

Arguments:

attractorinfo The $attractor component of a return value of getattractor(), i.e. the
attractor(s) to be plotted

netinfo A net information structure, usually the result of a call to readin.boolean()

sepinfo An optional structure to form groups of genes in the plot. This is a list with
the following elements:

class A vector of names for the groups. These names will be printed in the region
belonging to the group in the plot.
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index A list with the same length as class. Each element is a vector of gene indices
belonging to the group.

title A string printed as the title of the plot

plotfix A logical value that determines whether genes with fixed values are included in
the plot

Details:

For each attractor in attractorinfo, a figure is plotted to the currently selected device.
This figure is a table with the genes in the rows and the states of the attractor in the
columns. Cells of the table are red for 0/OFF values and green for 1/ON values. If
sepinfo is set, the genes are rearranged according to the indices in the group, horizontal
separation lines are plotted between the groups, and the group names are printed.

Value:

This function has no return value.

Example:

data(examplenet)

attractor = getattractor(net,"./attractor")

plotattractor2fig(attractor$attractor,net)

plotattractor2tex function

Creates a LATEX document with a state table of one or several attractors.

Usage:

plotattractor2tex(attractorinfo, netinfo, col = c(), sepinfo = list(), outfile

= "tex", title = "")

Arguments:

attractorinfo The $attractor component of a return value of getattractor(), i.e. the
attractor(s) to be plotted

netinfo A net information structure, usually the result of a call to readin.boolean()
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col An optional vector of two color name strings representing the 1/ON and 0/OFF
states (in this order). Default colors are dark grey and light grey.

sepinfo An optional structure to form groups of genes in the plot. This is a list with
the following element

class A vector of names for the groups. These names will be printed in the region
belonging to the group in the plot.

index A list with the same length as class. Each element is a vector of gene indices
belonging to the group.

outfile The name of the output .tex file

title A string printed as the title of the plot

Details:

For each attractor in attractorinfo, a LATEX table environment is created. The output file
does not contain a document header and requires the inclusion of the packages tabularx

and colortbl. The tables have the genes in the rows and the states of the attractor in the
columns. If not specified otherwise, cells of the table are light grey for 0/OFF values
and dark grey for 1/ON values. If sepinfo is set, the genes are rearranged according to
the indices in the group, horizontal separation lines are plotted between the groups, and
the group names are printed.

Value:

This function has no return value.

Example:

data(examplenet)

attractor = getattractor(net,"./attractor")

plotattractor2tex(attractor$attractor,net,outfile="attractors.tex")
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topajek function

Exports a network to the Pajek file format to visualize transition trajectories. For more
information, see http://pajek.imfm.si.

Usage:

topajek(tt, storefile)

Arguments:

tt A transition table to visualize. This is usually the $table component of the return
value of a call to getattractor().

storefile The name of the output file for Pajek.

Example:

data(examplenet)

attractor = getattractor(net,"./attractor")

topajek(attractor$table,"topajek")
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